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11 Executive summary 

1.1 Introduction 
The Smile Future Tutoring Service Company is a tutoring organization that mainly provides 
tutoring services for people to solve career problems. The services consist of career tutoring 
courses and superior career consult. It would be a prior of this industry. However, the 
relative companies have already developed for several years. The Smile Future will hit on a 
niche market- concentrating on the graduate students as its target market. Moreover, it will 
broaden the market with its price strategy and service strategy and attract more customers 
by offering variable tailored services.   

1.2 The Company 
Smile Future will be registered in Changsha China, with a limited liability partnership. The 
capital will be gathered from three sources: individual investors, bank loan and other 
investors. Management team claims absolute control power to the entire company with the 
share of 51%, while bank will take 30% shares and 19% of them will be offered to venture 
capitalists. Furthermore, it will not plan to go public and plans to make a schedule to expand 
its business in some other cities in the future.  
 
Additionally, the main clients to the business are graduate students in the universities. The 
company tries to establish a stable connection among colleges or universities as long as 
business plan is completed. However, those green hands in the office people occupy a large 
number of market shares and will gradually become great part to generate revenues. The 
company expects to start its first services in April 2012. 

1.3 The Service 
The services of the company are made of two parts: tutoring courses and senior career 
consult. The majority of the revenues come from tutoring courses. This service includes 
three sections: Mock interview, Tutorial tool kits, After-tutorial tracing service. Without 
hesitate to say, mock interview is the promising service of the company and it will 
increasingly benefit to the clients when they conduct it before they start their tutoring 
courses. Simply speaking, customer centralized market innovation is the theory key to the 
business. What’s more, elite tutoring courses are also satisfied to the different types of 
customers’ needs.  
 
The other source of revenue is superior career consult. It is an effective and useful 
psychological service which is conducted by the professional consults. We believe that this 
service would play a significant role to generate more revenues in the future.      
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11.4 The Market 
There is a large and sustainable market existing for the company to exploit since Chinese 
people involved with more business and international economy continually growing. After 
the world economic crisis, enhancing abilities of the hunting jobs becomes more important 
to the graduates. With the annually amount of 5 million graduate students require to 
improve their abilities to find a better job. This is a promising business with a bright future. 
Meanwhile, other two groups green hands in the office and university staffs groups are also 
targeted as the potential customers.   
 
However, this industry is an emerging market and many regulations and systems are not 
completely built up. Besides, there are a few of competitors, to some extent, having taken 
over some parts of the etiquette industry. Thus, distinguishing services strategy and friendly 
price strategy would be our strength to conquer the market.  
 
To build up mouth-to-mouth reputation is crucial to the tutoring business. Commercialized 
promotion methods should be used for increasing the revenues. Appropriate cooperating 
with colleges and universities will bring a lot of advantages for the company in the future.  

1.5 The Management Team 
Guangyuan Liao is the CEO of the company with oversea study experience of master degree 
in the field of entrepreneurship and innovation. She expands the business network and 
opportunities with international investors. And she is fully engaged with the whole operating 
business and deals with all kinds of daily business. 
 
Xiaoying Zhang is the CFO of the company, who has abundant of work experiences of 
working as senior assistant in a security company. It will make great contribution on capital 
funds and financing management.   

1.6 Financial Considerations 
Given the great large customers market and continually growing potential customers, the 
Smile Future Company is expected to perform well in the following years. And expenses in 
detail will be explained in the following report. 
 

 Total 
Investment 

Financing 
Request 

Payback 
Period  

Estimated 5 years Figures  5,000,000 1,500,000 1.67 years  
Table 1: Summary Financial Highlights 
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Figure 1: Forecast Financial Highlights 

 

22 Company Descriptions 

2.1 Mission  
The mission of the company is to provide customers a series of tutorial courses for applying 
a job, enhancing their face-to-face interview abilities and improving their social business 
communication skills so that customers would able to grasp more opportunities to get their 
satisfactory jobs.  
 

2.2 Company Goals  
Smile Future Tutoring Service Company aims to helping graduates to adequately express 
their knowledge and capabilities when they participate in their job interviews. In the end, 
they can grasp the opportunities to find their favorite careers.  
 
There are three keys to success: 
 Developing a job interview system which can evaluate personal client general and 

comprehensive capabilities and generate a personal report for client to be better aware 
of themselves. 

 Providing methods of courses covering different aspects of job hunting that helps clients 
to make progress in their shortages, and enhance their competitive abilities.   

 Interacting routinely with clients and getting the feedbacks from them that we can 
adjust contents of the course according to their needs and make more effective and 
efficient plans for them; meanwhile increasing reputation of the company based on the 
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clients’ outcome after they complete the tutorial course, clients will introduce services 
to more potential customers.  

 

22.3 Company Introduction 
Smile Future Tutorial Service is the company which mainly provides tutoring services in 
multiplied of courses and additionally offers professional personal consult for career in 
China. It targets on college graduates and nascent employees as its fundamental clients. They 
can choose relative tutorial courses to improve theirs lacks on seeking for job or beginning 
their career. These courses include Applying Document Writing Courses, Make-up Courses, 
Dress-up Courses, Color Match Courses, Interview Tutorial Courses, Business Etiquette 
Courses, Business Letters Writing Courses and Modern Business Application Courses and so 
on. Meanwhile, company has prepared a team of professional career consultants for those 
who feel confused about their career futures. Senior individual consult service would give 
them appropriate vocation consulting.  
 
The vocation tutorial course aims to help college graduates to get more chances and express 
themselves well to grasp their satisfactory job. It is also available for those who are looking 
for a job and want to improve their external performance abilities in the business. 
Furthermore, company client database will continually update client information statements 
and keep tracing their career performance, collect their new demands in their career and try 
best to help them solve the problems. This will be the company’s long-term goal to develop 
tutorial courses and bring the best and suitable tutorial course for the old clients.  
 

2.4 Service 
Smile Future Tutorial Service divided services into two segments, one is vocation tutorial 
courses and the other one is senior individual consulting.  

2.41 Vocation tutorial courses  

- Mock Interview 
First, after clients registering the course they will be sent to the Evaluating Center to get 
a mock interview test and they will receive a professional assessment report. It is good 
for customers to find their drawbacks before they decide to choose the courses.  

 
- Tutorial Course kits 

Since clients has finished mock interview test, they would be aware of where are their 
strengths and shortages. Here are the tutorial courses suiting for different demands.  
 
Tutorial Courses are: 
 Applying Document Writing Courses,  
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 Make-up Courses,  
 Dress-up Courses,  
 Color Match Courses, 
 Interview Tutorial Courses,  
 Business Etiquette Courses,  
 Business Letters Writing Courses  
 Modern Business Application Courses 

 
So far Smile Future Tutorial Service has offered eight different courses for clients. They 
focus on the fields ranging from job applying and corporation business. Meanwhile 
clients will obtain carefully and skillful tutoring services by the tutors.  
 

- Private Tutoring Course 
Private Tutoring Course is also available for the clients as well as small study groups. 
They can participate in small study group with advanced tutors. Extra career consult 
service and flexible time schedule will be included in the price.  
 

- After-tutorial Tracing Service 
Smile Future Company will not only focus on the tutorial lectures offering, but also keep 
concentrating on clients’ career developing. After-tutoring course we will create client 
account database and periodically keep in touch with them to improve further services.   

2.42 Senior Individual Career Consulting 

Senior Individual Career Consulting is designed for those people who have already had a 
job but without clearly career planning schedules. Skillful consulting advisors will help 
them reconfigure their career plan and provide effective advices for them. (See 
Appendix A) 

 

33 Marketing 
3.1 Values 

Pain Statement 
In China there are more than 6.8 million students graduating from colleges or universities by 
the year of 2012, which has increased of 200,000 graduates comparing with last year. (Josh, 
2011) 1 What’s more, Chinese high education industry has produced graduates rapidly rose 
from 14.5 million in 2002 to 6.71 million in 2011 and with about 34.5% of the annually 
increase rate at the beginning five years in the twenty-first century. (Tangtang, 2011) 2 
However, only 2.5 million white-collar jobs generated by Chinese economy are available for 
                                                             
1 Josh Rudolph. 2011. China’s Jobless College Graduates. China Digital Time 
2 Tangtang, 2011. The college graduates will rack up new record in 2011 . China Yeyou. 
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them. Those positions are far away from the number of graduates. (Josh, 2011)3 That is to 
say, three graduates would fight for one position and some positions are even more furious 
competition.  

 
Generally, graduates looking for job they are required to qualify all the needs from the 
employer’s company. The process of job hunting would be searching for job, applying job, 
passing a series of vocation tests, getting interview and obtaining a letter of appointment.  

Figure 2.Process of Job Recruiting 

 
We found that to know how to express you well would play a dominant role in the process of 
recruiting. It is a crucial key for the most graduates who just complete their school life and 
are willing to enter the society to open their doors to the future. Unfortunately, the majority 
of Chinese college students seldom have these training courses about vocation interview 
experience when they were in the colleges. According to an educational survey in 2006, 
43.24% of students thought that they should learn how to communicate with people before 
they enter the society, about 31.66% of them said the reasons of hard to find a job is that 
they lack of skills and methods to applying a job. (Shuimu Qinghua Research Institution, 
2008)4 Figure 2 represents that the number of students who obtained high education 
sharply increased from 2000 and met with unemployment rate at the same point. By 2010, 
the unemployment rate has risen to 4.1% with 9.08 million people were unemployed. 
(China’s Statistics Yearbook, 2011)5  
From those gradates views, 30.82% of them claimed that they don’t know how to cope with a 
job interview which ranked the first place of necessary knowledge and abilities of apply job. 
Thus, increasingly number of graduates presuming to attend other training institutions to 
                                                             
3 Josh Rudolph. 2011. China’s Jobless College Graduates. China Digital Time. 
4 Shuimu Qinghua Research Institution, (2008) China Education and Training Industry Report. 2007-2008. 
5 National Bureau of Statistics of China. (2011) China’s Statistics Yearbook 2010. (E0401e). [Online] China 
Statistics Press 
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enhance their possibilities to find a good job. (See Appendix B) 
 

Figure3 The Necessary Knowledge and Abilities of Applying Job Must Have by University Graduates 

 
(Source: China Education and Training Industry Report. 2007-2008 Pp14) 

 
Figure 4. The Growth Trend of Higher Education Attendants with A Contrast of Unemployment Rete 

Source: China’s education bulletin and China’s Statistics Yearbook 
(Changjun Yue and Juan Yang, 2006) 

 

33.2 Market Analysis 
The Smile Future Tutorial Service Company mainly targets three groups of clients, they are 
college graduates, green hands in the office and staffs work for college job centers. This 
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group predominate the vital segment, although company would not declare not to expand 
the business in the relative areas in the following years in order to generate more future 
income. To explore the graduates markets and build up the reputation of the company are 
the urgent task for the Smile Future. 

3.21 Volumes 

Smile Future tutorial service is a new company designed for those fresh graduates. It exists 
to help them to enhance their possibilities to express themselves and find a desire job. Since 
the late of 1990, Chinese public universities and colleges have provided more chances for 
students available to obtain high education. (Weidong Zhang, 2012)6 Until 2010, the number 
of graduates with high education qualification degree, both in their main campus and 
satellite education, has already achieved by 9.2 million. (Ministry of Education of the People’s 
Republic of China, 2010)7Besides, female graduates take more than half of the amount of 
total students receiving high education in school, it has achieved by 16 million female 
students studying in school. (Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China, 2010) 

8For example, the number of female graduates is nearly 20,000 more than in male graduates 
in Shanghai. (RuiZhou &WanYu, 2012)9  
 

 Total in 
School  

Man 
Students 

Female 
Students 

Percentag
e of 
Female 

Graduate
s 

 Postgraduates 1404942 744069 660873 47.04 383600 

 Undergraduates 
in Regular HEIs 

21446570 10621069 10825501 50.48 5754245 

 Undergraduates 
in Adult HEIs 

5413513 2580502 2833011 52.33 1972873 

                                                             
6 Weidong Zhang. 2 February 2012. New Chinese Graduate Employment Prediction for 2012. 
7 Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China.(2010)Data on Enrolment, Number of Graduates, 
Number of New Entrants of All Types and Level Providing Formal Programs. 
8 Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China.(2010)Number of Female Students of Schools of All 
Levels & Types. 
9 Rui Zhou and Wan Yu. (2012) Shanghai: Female Graduates with High Educated Degree Surpassed Twenty 
Percent of Male Graduates in 2012. People.com.cn 
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Employed People 
Enrolled in 
Doctoral and 
Master's Degree 
Programs 

394331 248314 146017 37.03  

Web-based 
Undergraduates 

4172721 2138489 2034232 48.75 1105529 

Total 32832077 16332443 16499634  9216247 

Table 2 Number of Female Students and Graduates of School of All Levels & Types 

Source: China’s education bulletin 

 

From the figure below, graduates with high educated degree sharply soared from less than 
one million in 2000 to 5 million within decade. Chinese high education system will produce 
more than 5 million graduates to China’s economic market to help China to develop society 
every year. There are 117 high educational institutes located in Hunan Province and 46 of 
them are built in Changsha. (China’s Statistics Yearbook, 2011)10The number of graduates 
from universities will reach to 330000 in Hunan this year. (Lifeng Hu, 2011)11 How to 
reallocate the resources to provide services for them and exploit this continually growing 
and fresh market would be a challengeable task for Smile Future.     
 

Figure 5. Number of Graduates with high educated level 

 

Source: China’s Statistics Yearbook 2011 (U2009e) 
 

                                                             
10 National Bureau of Statistics of China. (2011) China’s Statistics Yearbook 2010. (U2027e). 
11 Lifeng Hu (2011) The Number of Graduates from Universities will reach to about 330000 in Hunan 2012 
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3.22 Segments 

Smile Future Company focuses on target market and divided into three groups (See 

Appendix C): 

Target Groups Graduates Students Green hands Staffs of Career 
center  

Ages 20-25 year old 25-30 year old Not specific, over 30 
year old 

Gender  Both, but female is larger 
than male one  

Both, but female is 
larger than male one 

Both, 

Education  Secondary, certificated, 
high educated  

Secondary, 
certificated, high 
educated 

certificated, high 
educated, abundant 
experiences  

Population 
Densities  

Suburban and urban  Suburban and urban Suburban and urban 

Occupation 
Positions 

Graduates or 
undergraduates  

Fresh person in the 
office 

Normal school stuffs 

Role of service  Ultimate customers Ultimate customers Intermediate 
customers 

Income  Low income Reasonable income  Middle or high 
income, Relevant 
organization cover 
training fee.   

Group 
Characters   

Eager for job, stay in big 
cities 

Eager to improve job 
capability,  

Requires for 
systematically training 
methods. 

Table 3. Market Segments Comparison 
 

Figure 6.  Pie Chart of Percentage of Target Groups 
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3.23 Target Market Segment Strategy  
To the commerce with the graduate students segment would remain the core focus of the 
company. Company should devote more to this segment. The graduates market which is 
similar to the renewable resources has produced more than 5 million graduates every year. 
The potential enormous market exists and waits for the company to exploit it. Helping those 
graduates successfully to find a desirable job would be the most significant task for the Smile 
Future.  
 
On the other hand, the company could gradually spend much more time on dedicating the 
green hands segment, indicates the number of potential customers is much more than 
graduates market. Frankly to speaking, it is good to continually keep connect with graduates 
group and collect the feedbacks from them to provide more suitable services for them in the 
future. This is a continual market where customers are more clearly to know what kind of 
services they are looking for. They attend to the course with the problems they have already 
met with. They would turn to the Smile Future for help. The potential market among them 
should provide training courses to help them improve their career skills and communication 
abilities to be competent with their work.  
 

33.3 Industry Analysis 
Etiquette training industry is a considerably new service industry in China. The first 
company, called The Boat for Future Etiquette Training Institution, was established in 1997 
in Beijing by Qikun Qian. It took for almost four years to explore the new service market and 
made people realize that those well-performed business etiquette play an important role to 
the business in the future.(Jie Jiang, 2008)12 Moreover, with Olympics Games successfully 
held in Beijing in 2008, increasing people start to aware of these words “ etiquette training”. 
Besides increasing companies and people begin to participate in this business, they not only 
play as a customer but also consider that how to enter this developing and burgeoning 
industry.   
 
                                                             
12 Jie Jiang. (2008) Business Etiquette Is On the Road, Emerging Industry Has a Bright Future. Sohu News 
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This industry started from large cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Changsha. 
Those cities have same characters are: social economic is rapidly developing, companies 
desired for employees with high quality, and domestic and global markets are furiously 
competitive and with countless opportunities and challenges. That is to say, most etiquette 
tutorial service companies have a preference in their location chooses- large and functional 
business city. 

33.4 Competitor Analysis 

3.41 The Boat for Future Etiquette Tutorial Company 

The Boat for Future Etiquette Tutorial Company is the first and the most influence etiquette 
tutorial company in China. It was built in 1997 in Beijing. The founder is Qikun Qian who is 
the prior of the etiquette studies, now there are 20 professional stuffs and 30 employees 
working for him. They focus on providing training courses for other companies to fit for their 
needs. Moreover, they set the standards of business etiquette in China and expand business 
in relative publish fields. (more details will be in Appendix D) 

3.42 Chunfeng Etiquette Company 

The Chunfeng Etiquette Company is the only one company which was elected into ‘The 
Book of Tutorial Organization in China’. It was found in March 2008 in Changsha by 
Guohui Li, the top ten Chinese Etiquette Tutor of the world and etiquette specialist in 
business personnel vocation skill test of China. The main character of this company is 
that they cooperate with government agencies and provide training services for public 
activities such as 2010 World Expo in Shanghai. What’s more, they provide ‘certificate of 
etiquette tutor’ training courses for the potential tutors. Nowadays, they set up new 
brunch in Shenzhen and expect to establish more brunches later.   

3.43 Comparison of Three Companies 

Those mentioned above companies are the two representatives of etiquette companies, the 
common character of them are providing etiquette tutorial courses to the customers not only 
for the individuals but also for the companies. They have employed starts tutors who gain 
high reputations and full experiences in this field of China. Besides the majorities of them 
equipped a tutors group with beautiful female tutors for instance Huaxia Etiquette Company 
and Graceful Life Company are the examples. And male tutors take merely less than 10% of 
the whole proportion said by Zhifeng Chen, CEO of Huaxia Etiquette.( Jie Jiang, 2008) 13 

                                                             
13 ie Jiang. (2008) Business Etiquette Is On the Road, Emerging Industry Has a Bright Future. Sohu News 
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Compared with these characters, the Smile Future Company would focus on niche markets – 
graduates with high education backgrounds. This will bring an edge for the company that 
helps it to survive and grow up gradually in this industry. It plans to serve clients with 
experienced career professors and practical elites or HRs of target cooperate company as our 
tutor group. They are able to give the company a strength of provide specialized services that 
differ from other firms. Furthermore, the service is far more distinguished by the following 
features:  
 
 Mock Interview- get to know you better before choose the course.  
 Individualized consult- make the tailored tutoring plans for the students based on their 

various needs. 
 The combined practical and professional expert group- invite guests from well-known 

companies to give practical guide for the students.  
 Authorized handouts prepared for the clients- the Smile Future Company elaborately 

collected handouts based on theoretical and practical experiences. 
 Simulated exercises- continually go through the whole process of tutoring. In order to 

help clients to assess their study progresses and outcomes.  
 Completely tracing system- will be applied to collect the feedbacks and trace the status 

for the clients.  
 

All in all, the Smile Future Company will explore the graduates markets from different and 
specific perspectives, and depends on ‘Customer centralized experience’ theory to compete 
with other similar companies. (See Appendix D) 
  

33.5 Marketing Strategy 
Following the rule of market and express the competitive advantages of Smile Future 
Company, we have made a clear sales plan and produced detailed strategies of sales. In the 
beginning, how to attract the customers is the urgent task to the company. It needs to build 
the mouth reputation of the company in the graduates consult market and set up some given 
successful examples would be more convinced evidences for the potential customers. With 
business gradually development and improvement, company could extend their businesses 
with some fields of promotions such as advertisements in media, promotion activities and so 
on. The ultimate strategy will be exploring business in other areas. That is to say, to establish 
several brunches of Smile Future Company in different cities. In their mature stage, combine 
them together to be a series of professional tutorial chain for the graduates in China in order 
to increase the profits.      
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3.51 Marketing Techniques 

Whether can achieve the core objective is significant to the sales marketing. For a fresh 
tutoring company, testimonials by prior clients and effective influences are better than print 
or new media advertisements.  
 
 Cooperate Organizations- Specific Example 

The best way to reach the customers is to cooperate with colleges. Firstly we plan to 
cooperate with one college in Changsha and to use this career center in the college as a good 
breakthrough to open the market. Secondly we will offer services such as opening lectures, 
career consult, coupons etc. to the organizations. Thirdly, provide etiquette training courses 
for the staffs who work in the career center so that they can give better instruction tutoring 
for the graduates.  
 
 Cooperate Organizations- General  

Sometimes it is not easy to build up relationship with official organizations in college, we can 
provide services with their students’ organizations. Sponsoring activities is the effective tool 
to take into practice.   
   
 Social network campaign 

Efficiently and sufficiently use social network campaign to propagandize tutoring services. It 
includes of Chinese twitter (weibo), professional company website design, blog, 
advertisements on portal sites or relative sites, commercial video campaign and so on.  
 
 Email campaign 

Finding target group and sending directly advertisements to them are another effective way 
to achieve customers.  
 
 TV program campaign 

Changsha is known for TV program in China. The Smile Future Company can also take 
advantage of TV program campaign when business would operate profitably and effectively. 
(See Appendix E) 

3.52 Pricing Strategy 

 Courses Price 
Price standard (early stage): the Smile Future Company provides eight courses in three 
classes (Primary Course, Elite group and Summer group), the price will present in different 
groups.    
 
In mature stage they will appropriately adjust the prices at some extents.  
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Generally they make price depending on the demands of the markets, and it will have some 
adjustments based on numbers of students. Additionally, to make sure the well quality of 
tutoring is vital to company. They will keep the low price in a long period so that it is able to 
serve for more customers. However, it will have slight adjustments of price later when 
business goes well in the future and make some improvements on education quality. (See 
Appendix E) 
 
 Senior Individual Career Consultant  

This service is focus on middle income group and will provide professional consult for them. 
It will help them to make their career choice under objective view. The fee charged in this 
service will account for 200/ hours. Customers will get professional and reasonable 
consult from career consulter.  
 

44 Management Team 
4.1 Members of the Management Team 
Guangyuan Liao, chief executive officer of the Smile Future Company, graduated with a 
Master degree in Innovation Entrepreneurship and Business Development from Blekinge 
Institute of Technology in Sweden in 2012. She got her bachelor degree of economics in 
Hunan University in China and specialized in finance analysis. She has acute insights in 
business and positive attitudes in industrial develop trends. Moreover, she is capable to 
communicate with investors and find capital supporting. What’s more, she will continually 
come up with creative ideas for marketing and reducing the costs. The responsibilities for 
her are managing overall business of school including supervising the quality of tutoring 
team, making sure that services for the customers satisfied their demands and organizing 
company’s daily work.  
 
Xiaoying Zhang, works as chief finance officer, she graduated with bachelor degree in finance 
of Hunan University in 2010. She devoted herself in the security company as senior manager 
assistant for two years. While pursuing deeper in business capital operating, she has kept on 
working at different department in the security company. Due to cooperate with many 
experienced and successful entrepreneurs, she explored a widely broad social network 
which could be able to generate capitals in the future business. She will take responsibilities 
of financial aspect, for example make an attractive remuneration offer for employees and 
training new employees.                                                                            
   

4.2 Personnel of the Company 
Due to the Smile Future is a new tutorial company for graduates, it sincerely need to employ 
several personnel for company both on the tutorial areas and logistics service. The objectives 
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of requiring are following below: (Further information in Appendix F)  

4.21 Professional tutors position vacancy 

The Smile Future Company invites applications for a full-time, in the fields of business 
etiquette, career consult positions. Applicants of all ranks will be considered. The successful 
candidates must have clear evidence of expertise in etiquette manners, business or 
commercial areas or television broadcasting relevant fields. Or they have abundant of 
experiences working in the foreign-owned enterprises for more than 10 years. Applicants 
with an abundant tutoring experiences and engaged with relative book publish will have 
precedence.  

4.22 General tutors 

The positions invite skillful and full experienced tutors in the fields of make-up, dresses up, 
color matches, business etiquette, model business application and career consultant. The 
Smile Future’s offers are selected for their quality and performance. This company is seeking 
those tutors with abilities of not only conducting professional skills on others but also 
tutoring and training customers. Candidate must be engaged with communicating with 
students and delivering their knowledge to them, systematically providing tutoring for the 
customers.  

4.23 Logistical Personnel  

In order to coordinate tutors’ work and provide service and support for the whole company, 
the Smile Future is looking for five dynamic staffs with characters of hardworking, 
responsible, strong communication competence. Candidate who has sales experience and 
market knowledge would be taken preferred consideration.  
 

44.3 Personnel Plan 
Personnel Running Royalty Monthly 

Base 
Payment
s/month 

Number  
Of 
Personnel 

Rewards  Total 
Salary 

Total 
Salary 

Manageme
nt Team 

3% Commission 8000 2 20000 
 

389956 1619498 

Honorary 
Advisor 

1% Commission  6000 1 10000 98326 

Tutoring 2% Commission  5333 8 10000 1013216 
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Personnel 
Logistical 
Personnel 

\ 2400 5 2000 118000 

Table 4 Personnel Salary Plan 

 

44.4 Personnel Management 
The Smile Future Company dedicates to provide comfortable workplace and make 
reasonable welfare policies for all the personnel. All the terms are written in detail in 
Appendix C: Personnel Management.  
 
 Set up Compensation Incentive System 
 Build Individual Improvement and Promotion System 
 Establish Corporate Culture for the Company (See Appendix G) 

 

5 Implementation Plan 
The Smile Future Company will realize business through three steps: (See Appendix H) 
 Firstly, focus on main business with graduates group to exploit market.   

 
 Secondly, build well cooperate relationship with companies to help them to find suitable 

employees meanwhile provide a promising way to helping graduates to get their 
favorite jobs.  

 
 Thirdly, efficiently use sales strategies like opening lectures to obtain the clients.  

    

5.1 Tasks 
The Smile Future Company has to realize three steps to take market share in this emerging 
industry: 
 Firstly build up its connection between colleges and company so that cultivate its mouth 

reputation and commercial brand among students.  
 Secondly establish a set of efficient and effective tutoring systems and expand the 

market channels within three years.  
 Thirdly, generate revenue by exploit relative markets as well as set up branch chain in 

different cities.  
  

5.2 Milestones 
Milestone Period Start Date End Date Manger 

Department  

Business Plan 2 month 1/1 2012 3/1 2012 Smile Future 
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Completion  Marketing and 
Financing  

Develop 
Agreements with 
Honorary 
Advisors and 
other Employees  

1.5 month 1/1 2012 2/15 2012 Smile Future 
Financing  

Cooperate with 
Universities 

2 month 2/1 2012 4/1 2012 Smile Future 
Marketing 

First Primary 
Course  

1.5 
months 

1/4 2012 15/5 2012 Smile Future 
Company 

First Career 
Consult  

1 hour Smile Future 
Tutoring  

Totals   
Table 5 Milestones and Business Plan Line 

Figure 7 Milestone of Smile Future Company 

  
 

55.3 Sales Forecasts 
The Sales forecast has been designed for predict future sales according to the market capacity. 
The business gradually grows along as the increasing student join in the courses service. 
Meanwhile revenues will also be generated with the pace of other businesses develop, for 
instance senior career consult, other new tutoring courses available. To be frank to say, the 
revenues gathered form tutoring service, at some certain extents, depend on the spare time 
people spend on enhancing their abilities to reach a better job. Thus there will be an emphasis of 
different target groups which will provide different proportions of revenue. (See Appendix I) 

Figure 8 Monthly Revenue from Different Groups 

0 1 2 3 4 5

Business Plan Completion

Develop Agreements with Honorary…

Cooperate with University

First Primary Course

First Career Consult
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Figure 9 Forecasts for Five Year Revenue from Different Groups 

 
 

66 Risk Assessment  
Each enterprise has to face many different risks in various situations. It is valuable for the 
company to assess business risks or highlight key uncertainties so that efficient actions will 
be taken and the likelihood of success of the business will increase. In tutorial industry, the 
main risks come from two aspects: the essential to the safety and security of industry. The 
Smile Future Company would begin to evaluate the potential risks from all the aspects under 
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large probabilities, such as strategic risks, industrial risks, compliance risks and financial 
risks. Then it will take a mean of reducing those unwanted situations to occur and take 
effective measures to minimize the possibility of the situation arising. 
 

66.1 Anticipated Risk 
Strategic Risk-The company may apply strategies with short-term benefit and ruin the 
future profits.  
 
Industrial Risk- This risk is involved with practical processes and effects of tutoring, some 
unexpected loss of equipment will be the example.   
  
Compliance Risk- Operating a business requires to meet with many national and 
professional standards and legal obligations so that it can make sure business effectively 
work under control.  
  
Financial Risk- It consists of business investment strategy, pricing strategy, credit strategy 
and cost strategy. Any uncontrolled financial event will result in a big catastrophe for the 
company. (Further explanation will be in Appendix J)  
 

6.2 Plans for Minimizing Risks 
6.21 Preplan full long-term and short-term strategy 
 

6.22 Apply effective program management and business backup plan  
 
6.23 Keep tracing and updating recent standards and policy   
 
6.24 Keep stable financial statement 
To keep stable financial statement should follow three instructions: 
 Make sure sufficient cash- never take adventure investments in non-main business.  
 Reduce costs- cost management will actively control comprehensive program costs.  
 Stimulate income- Company should focus on its main business and ensure that the 

majority of revenues come from successfully business operating. Meanwhile apply other 
methods and exploit from different market sections.  

 Conduct numerical system- Company could calculate likelihood of risks in advanced and 
make possible solutions for the imagining the ‘worst cast’ scenario when something 
unwanted occurs. 

6.3 Solution for the Worst Scenario   
The worst scenario is defined by the Smile Future Company that potential impact on key of   
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financial managements. Generally speaking, the worst case scenario consists of cost 
increasing, demand decreasing and revenue decreasing (when company conducts a large 
amount of promotional discounts or fierce competition). We estimated the possibility of the 
collision of all the worst scenario case happen is less than 1%, nevertheless, they will bring a 
significant catastrophic for the whole project with a large amount loss. If this scenario 
happened, the Smile Future Company would conduct an exit strategy.  
 

77 Financing 
Funding Requirements and Uses: 
The Smile Future is looking for first round start-up funding for the purpose of preparing 
tutoring service equipment, renting places, employing personnel, purchasing teaching 
equipment, legal and marketing expenses. The start-up funding would consist of main three 
methods: loans from commercial bank, individual investment and other company funding etc. 
(See Appendix K) 

Figure 10 Source of Capital 

 
The following table details important Financial Assumptions 

 

 2012 2013 2014 

Plan Month  1 2 3 

Current Interest Rate 6.56% 6.56% 6.56% 

Long-term Interest Rate 6.65% 6.65% 6.65% 

Tax Rate 3% 3% 3% 

Other 0 0 0 
Table 6 General Assumptions 

 

7.1 Break Even Analysis 
To the commerce of the business, the Smile Future Company will spend plenty of money on 
renting classrooms and a stable office for tutoring and prepare the whole equipment for tutoring. 
Costs will be over than revenues in the first year so that there would be a loss on the book value 

51% 

30% 

19%

Individual Investment

Bank Loan

Other Investment
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statement. With the business develops, it will reach its balance even point in July 2013.  
Figure 11 Break Even Analysis 

 

 
 

77.2 Projected Profit and Loss 
Figure 12 Monthly Revenue and Cost of 2012 

 

 

Figure 13 Monthly Revenue and Cost of 2013 
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Figure 14 Yearly Revenue, Gross Profit and Net Income 

                             

77.3 Balance Sheet 
 
Assets

2012

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 2516501.96
Other Current Assets
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Total Current Assets 2516501.96  
Noncurrent Assets  

Long-term Assets 100000
Less: Accumulated Depreciation ( 20000)
Net Long-term Assets 80000 
Total Long-term Assets 100000
Goodwill 10000 
Total Assets 2606501.96
Liabilities and Equity 2012

Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable 0

Current Borrowing 0

Other Current Liabilities 0

Subtotal Current Liabilities 0

Long-term Liabilities 1500000

Total Liabilities 1500000

Paid-in Capital 1000000

Retained Earnings 32906.2

Undivided Profit 7359.76 

Total Equity 1106501.96

Total Liabilities and Capital 2606501.96

Unit: Yuan 

Table 7 Smile Future Tutoring Service Company Balance Sheet For the year ended December 31, 2012 

 

77.4 Income Statement                                                                         

Accounts 2012 
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Revenue 3432600 

Total Costs of Sales 2671498 

Selling, general, and administrative expense 389956 

Depreciation and amortization 20000 

Marketing expense 120000 

Financial expense 44700 

Interest expense 119700 

Interest income 75000 

Income before tax 761102 

Provision for income taxes 102978 

Net income 658124 

Unit: Yuan 

Table 8 Smile Future Tutoring Service Company Income Statement For the Year of 2012 

 

77.5 Cash flow Statement 
2012

Cash Received

Cash from Operations

Cash Sales 3432600

Interest Received 75000 

Subtotal Cash Flow from Operations 3507600

Expenditures from Operations

Cash Spending on Purchasing Products & Received labor Payments 2000

Wage Payments 1619498

Sales Tax, VAT, HST/GST Paid Out 102978 

Additional Cash Spent 4152000
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Subtotal Spent on Operations 5894476

Net Cash Flow from Operations -2386876 

Cash Flow on Investments

Principal Repayment of Current Borrowing 0

Cash Received from Investing 0

Additional Received from Investing 0

Subtotal Cash Flow In from Investments 0

Expenditure  

Purchase Long-term Assets 100000

Additional Spend on Investments 0

Subtotal Cash Spent 100000

Net Cash Flow from Investments -100000 

Cash Flow from Financing  

New Financing Received 3500000

New Long-term Liabilities 1500000

New Received from Other Financing 0

Subtotal Cash Flow In from Financing 5000000

Expenditures from Financing

Payment on Debts 0

Paid for Dividends & Interest paid on Long-term Debts 119700

Additional Cash Spent On Financing 0

Subtotal Spent on Financing 119700

Net Cash Flow on Financing 4880300 

Net Cash Flow 2393424

Unit: Yuan 

Table 9 Smile Future Tutoring Service Company Cash Flow Statement For the year of 2012 

 

7.6 Book Capital Statement                                           

 Revenue Expenditure Cash 

January 6250 -4195975 810275
February 6250 -15975 800550

March 6250 -15975 790825
April 462350 -180363.67 1072811.33 
May 462350 -180363.67 1354797.66 
June 6250 -180363.67 1180683.99 
July 810350 -180363.67 1810670.32 

August 810350 -180363.67 2440656.65 
September 6250 -180363.67 2266542.98 
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October 462350 -180363.67 2548529.31 
November 462350 -180363.67 2830515.64 
December 6250 -320263.68 2516501.96 

Unit: Yuan 

Table 10 Smile Future Tutoring Service Company Book Capital Statement for the Year of 2012 

88 Offers to Investors  
Based on starting up a new business, obtaining funds from bank loan is relatively difficult and 
seldom has chances. However, new business has a plenty amount of potential and opportunities. 
Uncertain risk would follow with those potential and considerable profits. Besides, with no 
entrepreneurial experienced management team, venture capitals would be the best choice 
selected for the company to start up.  
 
Smile Future Company seeks start-up funds which not only mainly help the company start-up, but 
also bring a sufficient cash flow for the company to operating business. Start-up funding is made 
of liabilities and investments come from the management team, bank loan and the others.  
 

8.1 Value of the business 
From the finance part, we can calculate financing information as following: 

Star-up Funding Unit:Yuan 

Start-up Expenses  1889498
Start-up Assets  2516502
Total Funding Required 4406000
Current Cash Balance  810275 
Assets  
Fixed Assets from Start-up 100000 
Cash Requirements from Start-up 2416502 
Additional Cash Raised 0 
Cash Balance on Starting Date 2416502 
Total Assets 2516502 
  
Liabilities and Capital  
Current Borrowing 0 
Long-term Liabilities 1500000 
Accounts Payable 0 
Other Current Liabilities 0 
Total Liabilities 1500000 
  
Capital  
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Planned Investment  
Miss Guangyuan Liao 1550000 
Miss Xiangying Zhang 1000000 
Bank Loan 1500000 
Other Investors  950000 
Additional Investment Requirement 0 
Total Planned Investment 5000000 
  
Start-up Expenses 1889498
Total Capital  2416502
  
Total Capital and Liabilities 3916502
Table 11 Start-up Funding Statement 

 

According to the financing information, the equity of Smile Future reaches by 2,397,828 at the 
end of 2012. The net cash flow is 1,984,972 in the first year, at the 20% growth rate of 
revenue. The share of the investor will be 19% of the whole investments.  
P=Investment /Total Investments= 9500000/5000000=19% 
b=Bank loan = Liabilities / Total Investments= 1500000/5000000= 30% 
Management Team’s share =1-p-b = 51% 
 
We assume that the company issues 100000 shares with the price of 50 which collect 
from management team and they control 100% of their company shares and they take over 
51000 shares. Meanwhile, company is able to obtain 1,500,000 from bank loan and 
expects to get 950000 from venture capital so that the total investment would reach to 

5,000,000. Therefore, bank loan takes 30000 shares and venture capital obtain 19000 
shares with the price of 50. ( 950000/ 50= 19000) In this way, the company could 
always hold the absolute control of the company by the number and the price of shares.  
 

88.2 Offer to Venture Capital and Exit Strategy 
All in all, the Smile Future Company makes a detailed term for the venture capital as following 
based on Moot Corp. n.d. (See the Appendix L) 

9. Conclusion  
As we introduced above, the Smile Future Tutoring Service is a very promising company in the 
etiquette industry. It contains practical and efficient services which perfectly suit for customers’ 
demands and get the fully information of the potential market. Distinguishing the existing 
services and targeting the niche graduates market is our marking strategy. With the efforts from 
all the management teams and implementing concrete business plan, we believe the Smile 
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Future Tutoring Service will meet with a bright future.  
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Appendix A Introduction of Service 
Smile Future Tutorial Service divided service into two segments, one is vocation tutorial 
courses and the other one is senior individual consulting.  
 

Vocation tutorial courses  
- Mock Interview 

First, after clients registering the course they will be sent to the Evaluating Center to get 
a mock interview system evaluation report. Mock interview system is software that 
resembles a real interview and records it, it is designed for people who are going to have 
an interview, it consists of different mock sections in the different job interview 
occasions and individual interview are the most common one. (wiki, 2011) Evaluated by 
this system, clients would begin to know themselves better than before. Under the assist 
of tutors, they will find their drawbacks, insufficiencies in the interview.  

 
- Tutorial Course kits 

Since clients has finished mock interview test, they would be aware of where are their 
strengths and where are their shortages. They are able to choose the tutorial courses 
based on different interview fields.  
 
Tutorial Courses are:14 
 Applying Document Writing Courses,  
 Make-up Courses,  
 Dress-up Courses,  
 Color Match Courses, 
 Interview Tutorial Courses,  
 Business Etiquette Courses,  
 Business Letters Writing Courses  
 Modern Business Application Courses 

 
So far, Smile Future Tutorial Service has put out eight different courses for clients. They 
focus on eight aspects of job hunting. Clients can choose one of them or combined one 
according to their specific situations and evaluation reports. They will set into particular 
groups to begin tutoring. Each course will be equipped with a full experienced tutors 
and an assistant. The tutor will provide professional lectures as well as an assistant will 
organize three times practice seminars during the whole courses. These practice 
seminars are available for clients to assess themselves study performances and also let 

                                                             
14 Wikipedia, 2011. Mock Interview. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mock_interview [Accessed 14 
February 2012] 
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the tutors to evaluate clients’ outcomes so that they can adjust their lectures to satisfy 
with customers’ needs. Thus the tutorial kits are multiple choices for the clients in the 
condition that they have known themselves first. 
 

- Private Tutoring Course 
Private Tutoring Course is also available for the clients as well as small study groups. 
Generally the numbers of students of tutoring course will be constrained in 20 person/ 
class. The number of small tutorial study group will range from one to six persons. They 
will have a tailor made course schedule and feasible time schedule. Besides the common 
lectures, they will have an extra 30 minutes career consult interview which is charged 
by professional career planer.      
 

- After-tutorial Tracing Service 
Smile Future Company will not only focus on the tutorial lectures offering, but also keep 
concentrating on clients’ career development. Whether the lectures improve enough for 
the clients to find an ideal job? Where should company make progress of the tutorial 
lectures? What kinds of needs are generated along with the clients starting their career? 
How can we help them to make differences and solve the problems in their careers? 
Additionally, loyal customers will have discount on the professional career consultancy 
when they take consider that reconfigure their career in some giving periods. 
 
Senior Individual Career Consulting 
Senior Individual Career Consulting is designed for those people who have already had a 
job but without clearly career planning schedules. Skillful consulting advisor will be 
there to help them reconfigure their career plan and provide effective advices for them.  
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Appendix B. Basic Information about Graduates from University 2007-2008 
According to professional research report, more than 35% of graduates want to have a job in 
foreign-funded companies. And state enterprises (15.69%) and government 
agencies(18.18%) are the following work place they presume to work at. That means more 
than half of graduates students compete job in these fields.  
 

FigureB The Types of Companies Where Graduates Expect to Work at 

 
(Source: Educational tutoring research report between 2007 and 2008 Pp12) 
 
When it comes to the factors of influencing graduates to find a job, lacking of professional 
knowledge (45.47%) and applying job skills (31.66%) are the two reasons ranked at the top lists. 
Moreover, they thought that getting to know more about the criteria of companies employing 
will help them to increase their possibilities to obtain a job. Furthermore, about 43% of graduates 
realized that good communication skills play a significant role when they begin to enter the 
society.  
  

Figure B. The Factors which Influence Graduates to Choose Their Careers 
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(Source: Educational Tutoring Research Report between 2007 and 2008 Pp13) 

 
Figure B The Options of Characters which Graduate of the year of 2006 Should Have 

 
(Source: Educational Tutoring Research Report between 2007 and 2008 Pp13)15 

 
In this figure, we found that the majority of graduates maintained that how to cope with a job 

                                                             
15 Shuimu Qinghua Research Institution, (2008) China Education and Training Industry Report. 2007-2008. 
Version in Chinese 
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interview (30.82%), how to know a company (30.13%) and the criteria of selecting by companies 
(29.15%) are three important knowledge and abilities which should be learned by graduates.  

Figure B The Necessary Knowledge and Abilities of Applying Job Must Have by University Graduates 

 
(source: Educational Tutoring Research Report between 2007 and 2008 Pp14) 
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AAppendix C. Market Segments Analysis 
1. Graduates student 

The first target group is graduate student group. They are the centered clients in this 
business. The clients are among 20 to 25 year old and come from different areas including of 
both urban and rural. They may be undergraduates in school or just graduates with high 
educated degree and generally they don’t have too much money to expend, particularly to 
some students, their money is carefully planned for the monthly living expenses. Most of 
them have strong preference to stay and work in big cities rather small towns or villages. 
Moreover, it estimates from the statistics of proportion of graduates, the female students 
would take the most parts of potential clients. For example, female graduates excesses 20000 
than male graduates in Shanghai this year. (Rui Zhou and Wan Yu, 2012)16 They are much 
more aggressive than male students and more care about to become more confident during 
the face to face interview. 

 
2. Green-hands in the office 

Age range from 25 to 30 year old people will be served, although Smile Future has less 
tutorial services courses available for them to choose from. There are several advanced 
business etiquette courses and specialist career consulting elaborately designed for them. 
Commonly speaking, they are fresh bloods in the company with a reasonable income. They 
carefully learn to operate their business or are hard-working person. They are fast learning 
and have clear minds on what they are expecting in their careers. Before occupied in a job, 
they seldom have some social intern experiences during their college lives not to say that 
have skills in basic business etiquettes. However, they are willing to improve themselves 
through attending extra-curriculums to enhance their competitions competing with others. 
From the view of these clients, they treat some advanced vocation skill course as extra tools 
to help them to realize their ambition. Therefore, female will be more motivated to spend 
money on these service than male clients.  

3. Staffs work for college job centers 
These client groups have several particular characters. Firstly, they are not the ultimate 
customers. They are the staffs in college to organize career training for graduates. Secondly, 
they have abundant of experience based on different background in career so that they 
probably are around 30 or elder age. Their personal work experience would work well and 
explain clearly enough for students when they give tutoring career lectures but they also 
need some professional career consulting training to help them rearrange their experiences 
and applying job theory to make them systematical. Under this condition, the career 
suggestions for the graduates would be more comprehensive and systematical. Thirdly, they 
don’t need to pay the tutorial training fee by themselves. The employed universities, colleges 
and institutes would be responsible for this training expense for them. The training courses 
designed for them would be rapid tutorial which is lectured by senior tutors.  

                                                             
16 Rui Zhou and Wan Yu. (2012) Shanghai: Female Graduates with High Educated Degree Surpassed Twenty 
Percent of Male Graduates in 2012. People.com.cn 
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AAppendix D. Competitors Analysis 
1. The Boat for Future Etiquette Tutorial Company 

 Introduction  
The Boat for Future Etiquette Tutorial Company is the first etiquette tutorial company in 
China. It was built in 1997 in Beijing, the founder is Qikun Qian who is the prior of the 
etiquette study. It focuses on business etiquette tutorial and stick to enhance the 
communicational skills among the clients with their various businesses in different 
situations. The tutorial company has already managed to serve for more than ten thousands 
of clients to improve their communicational abilities from different professional aspects and 
couch them to adapt to rapidly changeable economic environments.  

 Features  
The company aims at providing the clients specialized, practical, scaled and authoritative 
etiquette tutorial services. The most attractive character is ‘objectification’ and 
‘individuation’. Their services are mainly purchased by companies in various fields. They 
carefully designed training plans based on customers companies’ background, purposes and 
special requirements of training. Meanwhile, the courses contents are elaborately designed 
with all the information of the clients, for instance the number of potential clients, positions, 
purposes, requirements of them and the basic information of the clients. They do believe that 
differences in services depends on the customers would be the keys to success.    

 Strategies 
As a professional business etiquette tutorial institution and based on long time exploration 
and experiences, the Boat for Future Company combined additional knowledge into their 
tutorial courses including organizational behavior, public relations, corporate culture and so 
on. Furthermore, this company expanded their business to the field of academic publishing 
and has already published 17 professional etiquette books and has revealed its reputation 
and authorities.  
 
2. Chunfeng Etiquette Company 

 Introduction 
The Chunfeng Etiquette Company is the only one which was elected into ‘The Book of 
Tutorial Organization in China’. It was found in March 2008 by Guohui Li, the top ten 
Chinese Etiquette Tutor of the world and etiquette specialist in business personnel 
vocation skill test of China. The company provides services for those clients who want to 
have vocation or business etiquette tutorial training and aims to improve the appearance 
and temperament of clients and enhance their abilities of communication.  
 

 Features 
The Chunfeng Etiquette Company mainly set up two training track: one is etiquette tutorial 
training series of courses including of etiquette tutors training and recognition courses and 
general courses, another is special vocation etiquette training courses for companies. High 
qualities tutors group and novel tutorial model are two attractive features of the company. 
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Meanwhile it succeeded in finishing 2010 Shanghai World Expo training tasks and obtained a 
lot of compliments from people which increased their reputation in etiquette tutorial 
industry.   
  

 Strategies  
It has already expended their business in Shenzhen, and continually explored the potential 
markets. They offered sufficient etiquette tutors training gradually take place of basic 
training courses, trying to make the differences of the market feature in this industry. In the 
next three years, they will take company vocation training instead of personal tutorial 
training.  
 
3. The Strength of The Smile Future 
Besides the difference we talked above, the service is far more differentiated by the following 
features: 
 

 Mock Interview, the best step to know yourself before they attend the courses. 
The Smile Future will bring the customers a new experience of tutorial process. 
Through this step, both customers and firms would know further about 
customers’ strengths and weakness so that find the most appropriate services 
for the customers.  
 

 Individualized consult, the company would provide different services to the 
clients according to customers’ mock interview evaluation analysis. Because 
different people have different needs, some may have problems in manners; 
some may have weakness in face interview, these will result in allocate clients 
into various level tutorial services. Finding the best and effective way for those 
clients are crucial to success.   

 
 The combined practical and professional experts group, the tutors group will 

consist of professional career experts and practical guests from typical target 
companies. Experienced career experts would give them theoretical tutoring, 
meantime practical guests would be invited from well-known companies and 
provide practical vocation tutoring based on real vocation situations. Besides, 
well preformed clients would attract visiting guest attentions and would seize 
some opportunities from their favorite companies.  

 
 Authorized handouts prepared for the clients, the Smile Future Company 

elaborately collected handouts based on theoretical and practical experiences. 
 

 Simulated exercises continually go through the whole process of tutoring. In 
order to help clients to assess their study progresses and outcomes.  
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 Completely tracing system will be applied to collect the feedbacks and trace the 
status for the clients. Each client will have an individual database space and the 
purpose of tracing system is not only to obtain comments from clients but also 
recollect customers’ needs after them entering the careers. 
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Appendix E. Marketing Techniques and Sale Features 
1. Marketing Techniques 
Whether can achieve the core objective is significant to the sales marketing. For a fresh 
tutoring company, testimonials by prior clients and effective influences are better than print 
or new media advertisements.  
 
Cooperate Organizations- Specific Example 
Firstly, choose cooperator. Marketing departments will connect with one college graduates 
career center in Changsha, Hunan. This election should be more careful and prudent because 
it will directly help company to achieve the customers markets. The requirements for the 
college should consist of two features: college itself reputation and potential demands. The 
candidate cooperators would come from following universities: Hunan University, Central 
South University, Hunan Normal University, Hunan Agricultural University and Changsha 
University of Technology, they are well-known and typical universities in this area. 
Meanwhile, those universities aim to provide promising graduates to the society every year. 
They express not only the responsibilities to the society but also show the burden from the 
families and students.  
 
Secondly, build cooperative connection with cooperative college. In order to raise the mouth 
compliments of Smile Future, it will offer several opening lectures including of different 
tutoring topics and 10 free quota of student to attend relative tutorial courses. These quota 
and discount tickets will be offered as a gift to those who performed actively during the 
opening lectures and some representatives of student union. They need to sign an agreement 
with the Smile Future Company before they join the training program so that their stories 
with the Smile Future will be allowed to use as an advertisement when they complete the 
whole tutoring process and manage to find a job.  
 
Thirdly, cooperate with college career center. The Smile Future Company also plans to give 
three training lectures for stuffs of the center. To help them to improve the ability to guide 
graduates careers and tutor them to become more systematical and practical.  
 
Cooperate Organizations- General  
Generally speaking, the Smile Future Company could provide a series of opening lectures 
about ‘Tips for Finding Job’ for graduates. They can build a relationship with some certain 
students unions or non-profitable student organizations. It is an effective and efficient way to 
organize some activities involved with potential clients. Basic tutoring lectures will play role 
as an introduction, attract customers to get interesting to the courses after they finish the 
basic opening lectures. 
 
Furthermore, the company can support student unions to hold some activities as consultant 
or sponsor. They can propagandize company and increase popularity among career activities 
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such as simulate job interview competition or experience communicating forum for both 
graduates and undergraduates.   
   
Social network campaign 
Efficiently and sufficiently use social network campaign to propagandize tutoring services. It 
is a technical method for advertisement. The social network campaign include of Chinese 
twitter (weibo), professional company website design, blog, advertisements on portal sites 
or relative sites, commercial video campaign and so on. They can provide some basic 
instructions or guidance of job hunting for people and interact with public online.  
 
Email campaign 
Finding target group and sending directly advertisements to them are another effective way 
to achieve customers. However, people will dislike receiving some advertisements in their 
personal email boxes, they must elaborately design the advertisement email to make them 
become more attractive to read.  
TV program campaign 
Changsha is known for TV program in China. The Smile Future Company can also take 
advantage of TV program campaign when business would operate profitably and effectively. 
They can allocate more sources on this strategy promotion. This way would increase 
influence to potential customers and build up positive image for the company.   
 
2. Sales Features 
 ‘Mock interview’- it is better to know yourself well before you grasp a desire job. It 

originated from American and based on local social situation, mock interview system 
will tell customers about their strengths and weaknesses and show tutors their 
particular requirements. 
 

 Entrepreneurship- beside of the fact of for-profitable company, the main purpose of 
company is to help more graduates realize their dream and successfully find a satisfied 
job in the future. They can sale advertisements based on a series of public activities to 
increase peoples’ possibilities of obtain a good job.  
 

 Set up grant-in-aid to assist students who are poor to build their confidences. There is a 
group of students who have sufficient knowledge but with insufficient confidences, 
meanwhile they cannot afford fees to the course. The company will set up a fund 
depending on part of annual profits and some supports from society to help those 
students. This assist consists of capital supports and tutorial consults.  

3. Pricing Strategy 
Table E Price Standards of Three Classes 

Courses 
Period 
(time)  

Primary Course 
(yuan) 

Summer 
Course 
(yuan) 

Elites Courses 
(yuan) 
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Applying Document 
Writing Courses,  

12  300 480 720 

Make-up Courses,  12  350 640 1280 

Dress-up Courses,  12 350 640 1280 

Color Match Courses, 12 350 640 1280 

Interview Tutorial 
Courses,  

16 600 880 1480 

Business Etiquette 
Courses,  

18 700 1280 1880 

Business Letters Writing 
Courses  

12 600 720 1480 

Modern Business 
Application Courses 

12 1200 1680 2280 
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AAppendix F.  Information of Personnel Position Vacancy  
1. Professional tutors position vacancy 
Responsibilities include: 
 Full experiences in tutoring; skillful and attractive teaching methods in tutoring. 
 Manage a team of tutors and assess team tutoring by performance. 
 Be in charge of and participate in tutors team recruit, interview and hire tutors; maintain 

work schedule of tutoring. 
 Periodically set up in team trainings with brands, abilities to coach tutors, to drive the whole 

level of tutoring better.  
 Manage all aspects of tutoring resource ex. Tutoring book purchasing and electing. 
 Assist in achieving company’s operating plans and exploring profits point while conducting 

tutoring. 
 Monitor and participate in programs to improving tutoring methods. 
 Execute particular events and activities to achieve new clients. 

 
Basic Qualifications 
 Professors or priors in relative industry 
 Professors requires minimum of 7-10 years of teaching experience; priors requires with at 

least 8-10 years of relevant work experiences and devote in conducting advanced programs 
 Proficiency as a letter of appointment from prior school or company, published book, 

articles or conducted business plans is a plus.  
 Engaged in etiquette, international business.  

 
Offer to them 
The experienced and qualified professor or manager once been employed would become the 
partner of the company and have corporation shares after probation periods.   
2. General tutors 
Responsibilities include:  
 Providing useful and effective courses for customers. 
 Satisfying with customers’ needs and modify tutoring methods based on customers’ 

situations.  
 Continually update and conclude tutoring methods and share tutoring experiences with 

other tutors to improve tutoring quality. 
 

3. Logistical Personnel  
Responsibilities include: 

 Dealing with daily services for customers. 
 Assist tutor to prepare for courses and provide physical supports. 
 Contain with general communicating skills to coordinate partner companies or schools 

and organize activities.  
 Execute interactive activities and events to stimulate more customers. 
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AAppendix G Personnel Management  

1. Set up Compensation Incentive System 
The Smile Future Company makes fully efforts to make sure that more excellent and promising 
stuffs to obtain their earnings in full accord with their efforts. The foundation of compensation 
incentive system is job analysis and job assessment, which represent fair of value in the institute 
value and society. From horizontal view, company should keep fair and reasonable through three 
aspects: firstly, company should make sure that it is reasonable payments for the positions based 
on similar tutoring school with same size and same geographic location in the same industry; 
Secondly, company should provide comfortable work environment and reasonable compensation 
incentive for stuffs to keep employees work for them depending theirs contributions to the 
company; thirdly, to be sure that staffs with similar work responsibilities and skills have 
reasonable income.  
 
There are several rules for the system: 
 The fluctuation of payments will be adjusted along with payments in market. Company 

would establish the mechanism that adapts the economic growth and price rise to keep 
payment rise, vocation abilities and market payment growth in basic synch.  

 Set up performance management system which can combine company’s profits with stuffs’ 
benefits. Company will determine the payment for the stuffs depending on contributions to 
the company.  

 Appropriate make payment gap among different positions. This incentive strategy would 
stimulate latter one to catch up with former stuffs and present the fairness of performance 
management system.  

 Establish a series of payment system including public welfare, individual welfare and paid 
vocation.  

2. Build Individual Improvement and Promotion System 
The Smile Future is not only a place for employees to make profitable income, but also prepare a 
good platform for them to develop themselves in the future career. The company makes these 
policies as follow: 
 
 Those who graduated from universities, good performance in teaching and academic fields 

(they can achieve great grades in the domestic or international competitions; can continually 
publish articles in the field of etiquette or other relevant fields in the significantly influenced 
academic literatures within two years; received consensus praise from students), the Smile 
Future Company would provide favorable opportunities to further study, and offer 
considerable scholarship for them.  
 

 Those who have worked for three years in the company, make great achievements in 
improving teaching methods, raise a good mouth reputation and receive consensus praises 
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from students would have opportunity to get promotion and take part in the management 
team. They would take responsibilities for managing the company and obtained dividends 
from shares they have.   
 

 The Smile Future Company will also cooperate with other similar organizations or companies 
to organize some forums for them to share teaching experience and absorb new ideas. At 
the same time, it periodically arranges a series of programs of communication with overseas 
organizations and offer an opportunity to excellent employees to join in.  
 

All in all, the Smile Future Company will not only help customers to find bright career but also 
provide abundant of opportunities for employees to realize their futures.  
  
1. Set up Corporate Culture for the Company 
The crucial prerequisite for the company to culture, attract and keep promising employees is to 
build corporate culture among the whole company. That presents a consensus value and practice 
that shared with the whole group employees to increase their loyalties and senses of belonging. 
(Kotter, & Heskett, 1992)17 Scholars think, culture is an interactive process. It is shaped and 
constructed by the activities involved with personnel and the activities are directly conducted by 
the culture. (Hinde, [no date])18 The Smile Future Company creates a comfortable and homelike 
corporate culture to enhance employees belonging to the company. Faced with furious 
competition in the market, it is vital for the company to handle that how to enhance the 
employees loyalty and increase the satisfactory both for the materials and mental aspects of the 
employees.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
17 Kotter, John P & Heskett, James L. (1992) Corporate Culture and Performance. 
18 Hinde, Elizabeth R. [No date] School Culture and Change: An Examination of the Effects of School Culture on the 
Process of Change. 
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AAppendix H. Implementation Plan  
The Smile Future Company will firstly focus on dealing with graduates group to exploit 
market. Graduate market will produce the majority of revenues of this business. The 
advantages company will bring to graduates significant meanings including: tailed designed 
group and elite group courses tutoring, useful career consult, experienced handout material, 
precious opportunities communication with well-known company, simulate interview 
workshop.  
 
The market strategy will build a bridge between the company and the customers. The 
cooperator college career center will not only assist Smile Future Tutoring to get access to 
their future customers but also promote their service brand in this industry. Meanwhile, 
electronic commercial and print commercial advertisements both play effective role in the 
marketing strategy.  
 
The sales strategy starts from providing opening lectures and offering several periodic 
pre-experienced courses in the college or some public places. Meanwhile, attracting 
customers based on effective and useful introduce open lectures and some theme forums 
among experienced and well performed lecturers and colleges graduates. Implementing 
different group strategies which depends on the customer preferences and statuses will 
increase sales revenues and seizing more potential customers. It is wise and strategic to 
convey college audiences to customer through user experience strategy. 
 
During the development of the company, the Smile Future Company pursuit its goals through 
three steps. Cultivating a group of loyalty customers, and benefiting them with systematically 
scheduled tutoring services and career consults, these are the first step for them. As long as 
business generally works well, company will stabilize the existing markets and innovate new 
services or relevant products for the customers. In this way can keep the stable quantities of 
customers and start to expand new generating revenue points. The third step would be 
broad the sales channels and grab graduates tutorial market shares so that it will increase 
the reputations of tutoring company among the industry.  
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AAppendix I: Revenue from Different Target Groups in Five Years 
 

 Ratio 2012 2013 2014 2014 2015 

Graduates 65% 2231190 4095650 4896450 5786586 6661886 

Green Hands 20% 686520 1260200 1535600 1842720 2211264 

Staffs group 15% 514890 945150 1151700 1382040 1658448 

Interest Gain  75000 75000 75000 75000 75000 
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AAppendix J. Risk Management  
1. Anticipated Risk 
Strategic Risk 
Accomplished with short-term and long-term goal strategies, the Smile Company would be 
conducted in a strategic risk when it chooses to satisfy with current profit. For instance, its 
operating revenues sharply go down when the company find a fresh way to increase profits 
such as investing real estate or equity security. The company might benefit with short-term 
profits but would be suffered with long-term goals. 
 
Industrial Risk 
This risk is involved with practical processes and effects of tutoring, how the tutoring 
business goes well, how the results of the students after they complete their studies, how the 
results of the employees’ performance when they have been recruited. There are several 
serious situations would possibly occur, for example, the mass computer equipment loss or 
broke which would produce a negative impact on the abilities of teachers to conduct their 
teaching lessons and therefore hazard the tutoring progress.  
  
Compliance Risk 
Operating a business requires to meet many national and professional standards and legal 
obligations so that it can make sure business effectively work under control. That is to say, 
tutoring business would be influenced by the change of standards of relative non authority 
educational institutions take effect. For example, educational authority issue an action that 
requires all the non-authority educational company could not run business unless they reach 
the qualified size including the number of tutoring team, classroom and the amount of 
students.   
  
Financial Risk 
Financial risk obviously plays a significant role in the business, it consist of business 
investment strategy, pricing strategy and cost strategy. The sufficient cash in one company 
determines the fate of the business. Company would involve with invest strategy when they 
meet some uncertain appropriate points, their investment strategies would be changed. 
Irrational investment manage decision might be made by the manager. Meanwhile, the 
amount of students apparently insufficient and doesn’t match the desirable plan, the annual 
revenue would loss. Furthermore, cost strategy would be challenged by the conflict between 
the labor union and company that they want to demand more salaries or welfares for their 
group would increase the costs of the company. Additionally, operating costs gradually grow 
as along with continually rising inflation.  
 
2. Plans for minimizing risks 
Preplan full long-term and short-term strategy 
The Smile Future Company should preplan full long-term strategy and short-term strategy so 
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that it is able to provide a clear business schedule for employees to follow. Short-term 
strategy should be closely link with generating current profits while long-term strategy 
should predominate the direction and future development of business. Moreover, 
periodically adjustment should also be taken into account. Business develops rapidly and 
economic changes quickly, company strategy should be adjusted appropriately based on the 
environment change. 
  
Apply effective program management and business backup plan  
Effective program management will make sure that all the tutoring business work well and 
efficiently. It asks for full experienced management team, well-cooperated tutoring tutor 
team and active assistant team cooperate coordinately. Firstly management team make 
operating plan and make decisions depending on changeable environments and allocating 
funds into different departments; secondly tutors focus on tutoring business because that 
tutoring courses are the key to the company success; thirdly assistants follow the order from 
management team to keep the business exclusive tutoring parts work efficient and support 
other departments. Under this condition would generally reduce the industrial risks and 
eliminate unexpected error.  
 
Keep tracing and updating recent standards and policy 
Company management team would pay attention to recently published standards and policy 
daily or monthly, as well as build a relative document that keep updating information about 
tutoring industry. Meanwhile, employing a good law consult to give legal advices for the 
company when they face some legal issues.  
 
Keep stable financial statement 
To keep stable financial statement should follow three instructions: 
 Make sure sufficient cash- never take adventure investments in non-main business. 

Company management team should not take into action on high risk assets investments; 
the funds which covered main business running should not be embezzled into other 
investment so that there is always sufficient cash available for the main business.  

 Reduce costs- cost management will actively control comprehensive program costs. 
Company should make plan on cost not only in the aspect of fixed assets expenditure 
but also in the variable cost. At the same time, appropriately adjusting the welfare and 
compensation for the employees in the line with the fluctuation of profits would make 
positive effect of business under the consideration of costs.  
 

 Stimulate income- Company should focus on its main business and ensure that the 
majority of revenues come from successfully business operating. Meanwhile apply other 
methods and exploit from different market sections to increase revenues and stimulate 
work ability of labor.  
 

 Conduct numerical system- Company could calculate likelihood of risks in advanced and 
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make possible solutions for the imagining the ‘worst cast’ scenario when something 
unwanted occurs. 
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AAppendix K. Explain Financing  

1. the Source of Capital  
Total investment is 5,000,000. 
 
Individual investment subtotal is 2,550,000, Guangyuan Liao will invest 1,550,000 and 
Xiaoying Zhang will invest 1,000,000. 
 
Loans from the bank will be 1,500,000, three years reaches to maturity time. Annual interest 
rate is based on benchmark interest rate rise by 20%, which is 6.65%*1.2= 7.98%. As a result of 
that annual accrued interest is 119700, monthly interest expense is 9975. 
 
Deposit 1,500,000 fund in the bank at interest rate of current deposits 2.25%, annual interests 
would gain 75000, monthly interests income will be 6250.  
 
Other Investment subtotal is 950,000.  
 

2. Start-up Expense  
Figure K Smile Future Tutoring Service Company Financial Budget of 2012         unit:yuan 

Fixed Costs 
898000 

Land 
818000 

Rent 
Classroo
m 

10 / *day 800  800000 

Rent Office  1500 /month 18000 
Fixed Assets 
80000 

Computer Price Quantitie
s 

Subtotal 

3075 20 61500 
Mock Interview Software 38500 

Equipment 
Purchase 
20000 

Office Supplies Furniture Teaching  
Devices 

Bookshelve
s and Books 

2500 1700 390 5192 
Company 
Brooches 

Employees 
Uniforms 

Backups  

800 4500 4918 

Marketing 
Expense 
120000 

Newspa
per and 
Magazin
es 

Interne
t and 
Radio 

KT Board 
Outdoor 
Signboard 

Flyers Posters Gifts 
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15000 20000 13000 2000 3000 2000 
Marketing Activities Expenses 
(5000/month) 

60000 

  Monthly 
Base 
Payments 

Running Royalty 
(Commission) 

Reward
s  

Total 
Expense 

Personnel 
Salary  
1619498 

Management 
Team 

8000 3% 20000 389956 

Honorary Advisor 6000 1% 10000 98326 
Tutoring Personnel 5333 2%  10000 

 
1013216 

Administrative 
Assistant 

2400 Undetermined  2000 118000 

Electricity and 
Water Expense 

1000/month*12=12000 

Fixed Assets 
Depreciation 

20000 

Total Expenses 2689498 

 
3. The Explain of Breakeven Analysis 
Base on book capital statement, the revenues begin from April 2012, generated from main business 
courses tuition fee receives and financing capital interests receives. The variable cost consists of 
marketing expense and salaries expense. The company will reach its breakeven point in August of 
2013.  
 

Figure K Book Capital Statement of 2013 

 Revenue Expenditure Cash 

January 810350 -324811 3002041.13  

February 810350 -234811 3577580.30  

March 462350 -234811 3805119.47  

April 462350 -234811 4032658.64  

May 462350 -234811 4260197.81  

June 6250 -234811 4031636.98  

July 1158350 -234811 4955176.15  

August 810350 -234811 5530715.32  

September 462350 -234811 5758254.49  

October 462350 -234811 5985793.66  

November 462350 -234811 6213332.83  

December 6250 -394811 5824772.00  
Unit: Yuan 
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4. The Explain of Revenue  
As we discussed above, there are three kinds of course currently available for all the students: 
primary course, summer course and elite group course. Assumed that previous marketing strategy 
worked well and efficiently, each class has registered with full amount of students.  
 
 Primary Course can register 50 persons in one class and twice a week. Each course will last one 

and a half month and eight times in a year.  
 Summer Course will only open in four months. (January, February, July and August) Each class 

has 50 persons and it lasts one month.  
 Elite Group Course has only 20 persons in one class, twice a week. There are eight times in a 

year with one and half month once.  
 
There is 1,500,000 fund in the bank at interest rate of current deposits 2.25%, annual 
interests would gain 75000, monthly interests income will be 6250. 
 
Besides, according to the implementation plan, there is no main business revenue within first 
three month in 2012. The course begins from April to December.  

Figure K The Explain of Main Business Revenue of 2012 

Course Period  Times 
per 
Year 

Number 
of 
Students 

Sum 
Revenues 
of Eight 
Course 

Sum 
Revenues 
with full 
Class  

Total 
Revenues 
(except 
interest 
income) 

Total 
Revenues 

Primary 
Course 

1.5 
months  

8 50 4450 222500 3432600 3507600 

Summer 
Course 

1 month 4 50 6960 348000 

Elite 
Course  

1.5 
months 

8 20 11680 233600 

 
5. The Explain of Cost 
Early Stage Investment: 
 Purchasing fixed assets including computers and other equipment 100000. 
 Purchasing other products 20000. 
 Expense on advertisement 60000 and every month 5000 in the following month.  

 
Annually Fixed Investment: 
 Rent 

Assuming the rent of classroom currently in Changsha is 1000/day/classroom. The rent 
contract requires to pay 4000000 for five years rent in lump sums in 2012, which calculated 
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as operating cash flow in 2012. 
 
Eight classrooms rent for eight days per month, annual rent is 1000*8*8*12= 768000/year 
One classroom rent for eight days in four month (January, February, July and August), annual 
rent is 1000*4*8= 32000/ year. 
One office rent for the whole year, the rent is 1500*12= 18000/ year. 
 

 Expense of Electricity and Water 12000 / year.  
 From the second year, annually depreciation of fixed assets 20000.  

 
6. The Expected Growth in Revenue and Cost 

The Year of 2013 
With development of business, the number of course will be little expanded in 2013. The primary 
course and the elite course will become 10 times per year which will begin in March and 
September respectively. Besides another new summer course will be held in July. 
 
The marketing expense will rise by 150000, early stage will spend 90000 and 5000 per 
month later. 
The team of tutors will become 10 persons instead of 8 tutors.  
 
The Year of 2014 
The number of ordinary course remains the same, but the amount of students will increase by 20% 
for each course. The number of student for primary course, summer course and elite course 
turns to be 60, 60 and 25 persons respectively.  
 
The rewards for each management team will increased by 30000 for management team, 

20000 for honorary advisor, 20000 for tutoring personnel and 5000 for logistical 
personnel.  
The expense for electricity and water is 15000 
The marketing expense remains the same. 
  

7. The Expected Profits and Losses 2012-2016. 
Figure K Smile Future Tutoring Service Company Expected Profits and Losses from 2012 to 2016 Unit: Yuan 

                2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Revenue    3432600 6301000 7678000 9213600 11056320 

Cost of goods 

sold   

2671498 3871230 4391020 5660683.18 6792819.82 

Gross Profit 761102 2429770 3286980 3552916.818 4263500.182 
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Selling, General, 

and 

administrative 

expense      

389956 610060 712680 892056.6285 1070467.954 

Marketing 

expense       
120000 150000 150000 180000 200000 

Depreciation 

expense  
20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 

Interest 

expense    
44700 44700 44700 44700 44700 

Interest income 75000 75000 75000 75000 75000 

Income before 

tax   

761102 2429770 3286980 3552916.82 4263500.182 

Provision for 

income tax    

102978 189030 230340 276408 331689.6 

Income from 

continuing 

operations   

658124 2240740 3056640 3276508.82 3931810.58 

Net income 658124 2240740 3056640 3276508.82 3931810.58 
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Appendix L: Offer to Venture Capital and Exit Strategy 

The management team will invest 2,550,000 on Smile Future as the set-up funds. With 
the 20% growth rate of revenue and controllable risk, at the same time, the Smile Future is 
seeking an investment of 950,000 for start-up. The investment would be in the form of a 
three year convertible note. 

Terms of the Offer 

Here are two options available for the venture capitalist. 

1. Full repayment of 950,000 with additional 10% interest in total are paid at the end of 
year three.  

2. No additional interest will be paid if investor requires exiting at the end of year two.  
3. Reinvest further capital to Smile Future to expand the business and exploit market 

through subscriptions or changeable securities.  

Future Growth and Exit Strategies 

Here are some further information and options for investors to select, these are: 

1. Continue to develop the business by: 

 -Expanding business to other areas with mature tutoring team and experienced 
management team. 

  
 -Developing and commercializing new services.        

-Exploit other relative market such as publish products.  

2. Exit the business by: 

-Independently valuing the shares in Smile Future Company. Original investors will 
have first option to purchase shares. 

8. -Selling shares to another investor. 

-Selling the whole company to large company 
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Abstract 

The paper will reflect on Guangyuan Liao’s process of developing the 

Smile Future Tutorial Service Business plan. The words in this paper 

describe the whole process of business plan generating and explain to 

the readers where the thoughts came from. She intends to introduce 

how she combines her business idea with the innovation and 

entrepreneurship theories. The whole paper consists of six parts: (1) 

Generating business idea, (2) Identify business position, (3) Complete 

business plan in detail, (4) take reverse thinking, (5) Consider every angle 

and (6) Conclusion. Guangyuan reflects her idea with the business plan 

growing mature and readers can follow with her mind flowing and share 

the happiness of baring fruit. In the ending part, she shows what she 

learned through this project and concluded the essence of business plan 

to the students.   
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Venture capitalist Fred Wilson simply described entrepreneurship is the art of turning 
an idea into a business. (Barringer and Duane, 201019) When I start my exploration of 
my business, I found what he said that is one hundred percent of correct. 

11. Generating Business Idea 
People always said that a good beginning is half done. What a good business idea to 
the business is what water to the fish. At the beginning of this project, I continually 
read newspaper and browsed some business forums every day. I collected interesting 
business ideas and wrote down on my daily dairy if I suddenly came up a creative 
idea. After several weeks, I am pleasant surprised that there are more than fifty 
business ideas on my dairy. However, a good business opportunity must consist of 
four essential qualities: that is (1) attractive, (2) durable, (3) timely, and (4) anchored 
in a product, service and provide additional value to the buyers and customers. 
(Barringer and Duane, 2010)20 I kept two of them as a result of selection, and both 
two ideas came from my real life experience. The first one is to start a social network 
website which will help people who love traveling to find a local home stay place and 
provide amount of local festival and activities information for them. The other one is 
the one I choose to establish as my present project business. To work with my 
business idea, I devoted a lot of efforts on it and along with further deep 
investigation as well as preparing for my business; I obtained more passions and 
improvements.  
 
The business idea I recognized that cannot miss with two parts: market and business 
model. Successfully penetrating changeable tendency and determining the market is 
the crucial key to the business. In the beginning of the idea, I briefly accounted the 
number of potential customers around me, eight out of ten people showed their 
interests and willing on my business. Moreover, they gave a lot of advices and caring 
based on their situations and demands. Additionally, the business model of this idea 
is obviously clear and predicable compared with the first business idea whose 
business model is ambiguous and hard to predict. As formal studies                
investigated that business model is the reason to explain that why some firms 
perform excess than others. (Richard et al, 2006)21   
 
                                                             
19 Barringer, B R & Duane Ireland R. (2010) Entrepreneurship- Successfully Launching New 
Ventures 3rd ed. Pearson Education. Chap 1 Introduction to Entrepreneurship P30 
20Barringer, B R & Duane Ireland R.(2010) Entrepreneurship- Successfully Launching New Ventures 
3rd ed. Pearson Education. Chap 2 Recognizing Opportunities and Generating Ideas. P67 
21 Richard Lai, Peter Weill, and Thomas Malon (2006) Do Business Models Matter? [Online] 
Available from: http://seeit.mit.edu/Publications/DoBMsMatter7.pdf [Accessed 8 May 2012] 
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The thought came up in my mind when I gathered with my friends on Christmas 
holiday. They talk with me about their present study and work life. To my surprise 
that many of them tended to show me the same problem and the worry they are 
going to face. That is they are preparing for a job interview. Meanwhile, they asked 
me for some tips and suggestions for the job interview from my other acquaintances. 
It turned out to be that I became an information center not only share the life 
experiences with others but also provide information and help them to perform 
better in their interview. Suddenly I realized that there is a huge demand market 
existing outside and waiting for people to conquer it. Therefore, I determined to start 
a tutoring business which focuses on training clients to prepare for finding a 
desirable job and offer professional career advices for their futures. As the 
participant in this market, I grasped the potential market and possess the advantage 
position which fully understands the customers’ demands. Thus I believe that this 
business idea will be no doubt to solve the problems for the users and bring a bright 
future for them.  
 
Based on users centralized theory (Eric, 200522), users innovation is progressively 
easier to know what they on earth want to have. Although democratizing innovation 
focus on users’ innovation designed between customers and manufactories, it is 
indeed suited for the service industry and customers too. In the process of tutoring 
serve, we provide tutoring courses tool kits depending on customers’ personal 
preferences. There are some leader-users, for example the stuffs who work in the 
career center in the universities, who make contributions on modify the service they 
have and involved in the business to deliver their experiences and opinions on it.  
 
To start this business, I listed three advantages that I currently possessed: firstly, it is 
an emerging market and niche market. However, there are sporadic etiquette have 
already taken some market shares, the Smile Future tutoring business will 
concentrate on continual and sufficient graduate students market rather the entire 
etiquette market. Secondly, our management team cooperates efficiently and well 
and undertakes business tasks respectively. Two business leaders allocated tasks and 
are responsible for their aspects meanwhile interact with each other to cooperate 
together. The great distinguishes between a good company and a bad performance 
company is the management team, trust, capable, complementary and effective are 
four characters required from a good team. (Thomas et al, 199823) Thirdly, it is the 
social network- it is a strong advantage to have comprehensive social network to 
build up the business and with oversea background experience and connect with 

                                                             
22 Eric von Hippel. (2005) Democratizing Innovation. MiT Press. P2 [Online] Available from: 
http://web.mit.edu/evhippel/www/ [Accessed 8 May 2012] 
23 Thomas Kubr, Heinz Marchesi et al (1998) Starting Up. Achieving success with professional 
business planning. Netherland ISBN 90-9011748-2  
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Nordic business etiquette and customs, it will bring increasing attraction in the 
commerce of business. I recognize that the most important keys to the success are 
the energy, knowledge and social network which will help me to achieve success.  
 

22. Identify Business Concept 
The second step of my business project is to identify my business concept. To 
establish a tutoring business idea is far from my initial imagination when I just begin 
to work on its company structures and service description. Frankly speaking, I didn’t 
prepare well for this abnormal business idea at first time. However, with the more 
materials and information about running a tutoring business I collected, the more 
items I should take care of. During the academic seminar, we knew that nascent 
entrepreneurs take risk to start new business because they are confident in their 
abilities to act entrepreneurially even the probabilities of failure is relatively high. 
(David et al, 201024) Anyway, initial obstacles cannot hinder me to realize my 
business idea, what I need is to spend more time and efforts on my business idea.  
 
Soon I encountered my first difficulty that is collecting market statistics and data of 
business I mentioned with. I utilized almost all the sources I have to collect the 
statistics of the tutoring market. But Chinese industrial database system is not as 
good as west countries statistic database. In order to estimate the potential volume 
of the market and the number of graduate student recently, I registered an account 
on professional market analysis forum and used network to collect those data. 
What’s more I discussed my business idea with those people who are trying to 
become an entrepreneur, obtained some advices and suggestions from them, and 
improved my business idea more reasonable and feasible. I got inspiration from 
Chesbrough (200325), he persuaded company should break down the barriers and 
isolation between competitors and companies, they should generate creative ideas 
through outside world not just from internal environment.  
 
Thanks to periodically presentation rehearsal, I adopt tutors advice to narrow down 
my business into a small market niche and make its business model become more 
clearly to follow. Because I maintained above that I found tutoring business is a big 
size scale business that means investors and entrepreneur may expose themselves in 
the high risk and uncertain profit business environment. It’s better to cut down other 

                                                             
24 David M. Townsend, Lowell W. Busenitz et al (2010) To Start or Not to Start: Outcome and 
Ability Expectation in the Decision to Start a New Venture. Journal of Business Venturing 25, 
pp.192-202 
25  Chesbrough, Henry W. (2003) The Era of Open Innovation (Introduction) MIT Sloan 
Management Review Spring 2003, Vol. 44 Issue 3, p35-41 [Online] Available from: 
http://openinnovation.berkeley.edu/what_is_oi.html#era [Accessed 8 May 2012] 
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immature business brunches, for example, I put women beauty salon and health 
center as my future direction for business expansion. Tutors thought that it better to 
focus on one niche market- graduate students’ job market, and to provide business 
merely surrounding them. Thus I understood that sometimes we might be eager to 
become successful and expand business and increase profit at maximize extend, but 
we ignore the fundamental essence of success is to start from profession. Each field 
requires us to devote ourselves into it till become professional, so that we ultimately 
realize ours values.     
 

33. Complete Business Plan in Detail 
Thomas Kubr (199826) in his book said that financial is essential to the business. 
Putting a business idea into practice, we need to calculate all the aspects in detail so 
that investors and the entrepreneur are able to handle all the information about 
business. The more important point to them, they can be aware that how much they 
will obtain after their investments and how big risk will they undertake if some 
uncertainties happen. This financial part means a great challenge to me. However, 
due to etiquette industry is merely an emerging market; I almost cannot find 
accurate old statistics from potential competitors as a given reference. I took the 
consideration to some similar relative businesses which have similar scales, market 
volume, location etc. to operate their business. This analyzing thought derived from a 
comparable market analysis in the real estate market. In fact, in order to make the 
finance analysis become more accurate, I investigated the tutoring wage market in 
China by mobile phone as well as collected the statistics of the rent in the real life. 
Additionally, I adopted pricing strategy to stimulate customers and made sure that 
the rate of attendance continually keeps in a complete level under my reasonable 
assumption. All in all, I tried my best to estimate the costs and revenues of my 
business in an appropriate extend and increase the possibility of success.  
How to be effectively reduce the cost and efficiently utilize the resource I have is the 
top matter I am concerned. Bootstrapping finance came into my eyes. According the 
studies, there are 89% of people treated lower cost is the motivation of using 
bootstrapping. Lack of capital (50%) and fun helping others and getting help (46%) 
follow behind.( Joakim, 200827) Besides, in another article wrote down by Howrd, 
explained that six common bootstrap financing methods are available to use for 
different purposes. (Howard, 200528) I examined them to link with my business, and 

                                                             
26 Thomas Kubr, Heinz Marchesi et al (1998) Starting Up. Achieving success with professional 
business planning. Netherland ISBN 90-9011748-2  
27 Joakim Winborg (2009) Use of Financial Bootstrapping in New Businesses: A Question of Last 
Resort? Venture Capital Vol. 11, No. 1, January 2009, pp. 71-83 
28  Howard Van Auken. (2005). Differences in the Usage of Bootstrap Financing among 
Technology-Based versus Nontechnology- Based Firms. Journal of Small Business Management. 
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found that I can reduce the costs by sharing and borrowing resources among 
businesses for instance to rent the classroom instead of purchasing real estate ; 
connect with my network to gather the help for the business and restrain and less 
the capital investments at unnecessary expenses.  
 

44. Take Reverse Thinking 
So far before students’ dragon’s day, my business plan goes smoothly and better. I 
made a little and continual progress according to the feedback from tutor’s and 
audience. Every time I met with tutor and other entrepreneur and explained 
passionately on my business plan in front of them, I felt excited and delightful. It is 
magical experience to watch a spark idea gradually grow up to a mature plan with 
flesh branches and vital leaves. Just like a gardener, I planted my creative seed, 
watered, cultured and pollarded it and waited for it eventually blooming and bearing 
fruits. Frequently interacted with tutor, pitched the idea and collected feedbacks 
from them, I learned the importance of taking reverse thinking.  
 
In my tutoring business, the business process always operates from the view of 
rotates clockwise. Customers encounter new problems and turn for help; company 
provides products and services and sells to the customer and finally generates the 
profits. It is common way of thinking, but to be a successful entrepreneur, it requires 
you to keep eyes open and think differently and creatively. Anja and Peter (200529) 
strongly suggested readers to think their business differently and unconventionally. 
They inspired people to think outside of the box in a different way and to be 
adventurous to mix appropriate parts and create additional value. In my business, I 
found that I could reverse the views and modify the process of business. I thought 
from the view of anticlockwise, use connections to build up a bridge between some 
employ companies and customers. I could provide services to the companies those 
eager to employ brilliant people, at the same time, offered the tutoring courses 
service for the customers plus additional bonus- priorities to meet with potential 
employ companies. In this way, I innovatively solve the two-side disequilibrium 
simultaneously. I add this thinking part in my marketing strategy part to promote 
company brand and reputation directly to feed the appetites of the customers and 
companies.  
 

                                                                                                                                                                               
43 (1). Pp. 93-103 
29 Anja Foerster and Peter Kreuz. (2005). Different Thinking- Creative Strategies for Developing 
the Innovative Business. Kogan Page Limited. ISBN-10 0749448407. [Online] Available from: 
http://books.google.se/books?hl=en&lr=&id=vVBqXtE2Ys0C&oi=fnd&pg=PA1&dq=reverse+thinki
ng++business&ots=TC2uebIKA3&sig=vfKRDdCaNNZM1ukIBh5jltfmolQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&
q=reverse%20thinking%20%20business&f=false [Accessed 8 May 2012] 
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5. CConsider Every Angle  

With more than three months work, my business plan came into its first prototype. 
The objective that I begin to write the business plan instead of academic thesis is 
that I want to enhance the abilities to deal with a whole business. This includes 
creative idea, concrete market analysis, promising products or services description, 
efficient management team and dynamic team, feasible implement plan and full 
financing analysis. I believe that once we grasp skills and abilities of make a 
comprehensive plan that means we accumulate an experience to handle overall 
information and allocate them. It is useful for us to solve other problems no matter 
whether we are intrapreneurs or entrepreneurs, although nascent intrapreneurship 
possessed much more resources and easier to obtain more potential capital than 
nascent entrepreneurship.(Simon, 201130) I have received systematically training to 
combine the information and resources I had, packaged them and innovated them to 
suit for the market demands.  
 
When I review my business plan, I found an ignored section-financing part which I 
should make it accordance with my implement action part. But I didn’t notice that I 
calculate my first year financial revenue started from January of 2012 when even my 
business plan didn’t complete yet. This mistake should be adjusted as soon as 
possible. Therefore, I need to produce a series of another new financing analysis 
statistics including financial statements, charts and diagrams. This small interlude 
recalls me to consider every angle in the business and make a clear clue of it to 
follow with. Actually, I learned that as an entrepreneur, we should take 
considerations not only from overall framework but also analyze each small part so 
that we can make a practical and reasonable business plan.      
   

6. Conclusion  
Currently I have completed my business plan, but it is just a beginning for me to 
trying to enter the society and learning to become a good entrepreneur. During this 
two year studies, I am appreciated that I have learned a lot of things ranging from 
the academic knowledge of advanced innovation theories to the practical business 
plan making. Especially the last period project comprehensively enhance my abilities 
to collect market information, analyze the trends of market and customers’ demands, 
organize a company, access external capital to start my business and produce a 
reasonable financing plan. However, it is a university business project to test the 
performance we have learned within two years. To manage to develop the 
completed plan and clearly present to the audiences and investors within seven 
minutes, at last deliver the brilliant thoughts and diligent efforts compressing in the 
                                                             
30 Simon C. Parker (2011). Intrapreneurship or Entrepreneurship? Journal of Business Venturing 
26(2011) pp. 19-34 
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presentation, we know we will be better than ever before.  
 
Business plan is not only a document to start up a business and keep business 
growing and expanding, but also a process of personal developing. For those who 
want to have their own businesses people, a well-developed business plan can help 
you to grasp the opportunities, reduce the cost and avoid unnecessary risks to start 
and develop your business. Under this condition, entrepreneurs are able to achieve 
their successes and reach to their goals eventually. I always believe that chance 
favors the minds that are prepared to. All in all, packaging your mind with knowledge 
and passion and become confident to chase your dream.   
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 


